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ABSTRACT 

Decision Support System (DSS) is an interactive, flexible and adaptable 

computer-based support system specially developed for supporting the solution 

of unstructured management problems [31] DSS has become widespread for 

oil industry domain in recent years. The computer-based DSS, which were 

developed and implemented in oil industry, are used to address the complex 

short-term planning and operational issues associated with downstream 

industry. Most of these applications concentrate on the data-centered tools, 

while the model-centered applications of DSS are still very limited up till now 

[20]. 

This study develops an Intelligent Model-Based DSS for an integrated oil 

company, to help policy makers and petroleum planner in improving the 

effectiveness of the strategic planning in oil sector. This domain basically 

imposes semi-structured or unstructured decisions and involves a very complex 

modeling process. 
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The purposes of this paper are (i) To outline a conceptual framework of 

Petroleum Planning Support System (PPSS) as an effective integrated system 

directed to support the petroleum policy analysis process of oil industry, (ii) 

To present the main functions and structure of Model Base Management 

System (MBMS) designed to avoid a user, the acquiring knowledge of a 

particular modeling methodology or advanced computing software, (iii) To 

introduce the role of intelligent-based computer tools in automating the model 

selection process which based on Routine Design. 

The system described in this paper, can be applied to an integrated oil 

company and be implemented by the selected set of models to the EGPC as an 

integrated oil company. 

Keywords: 

Model Base Management System (MBMS), Decision Support System (DSS), 

Oil Industry Models, Operations Research techniques, And Intelligent Routine 

Design. 
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1. Introduction 

The oil industry is normally divided into two main parts; i) upstream, 

concerned with finding oil deposits (exploration) and getting the crude oil out of 

the ground (production) and ii)downstream, concerned with transforming crude 

oil into usable products (refining and petrochemicals) and delivering them to 

customers (distribution). An integrated oil company is the firm that has groups 

the multiple the processes of exploring for oil, producing crude oil, exchanging 

proprietary crude oil for oilier company's crude at different locations, 

purchasing additional crude, shipping the crude to any of several refineries, 

cracking the crude into several blending stocks, combining the stocks into 

several dozen petroleum products, shipping the manufactured products from the 

refineries to marketing areas [17]. Accordingly an integrated oil company 

carries out both Upstream and Downstream activities. 

A decision to install a new cracking unit at a refinery, of course, affects the 

refinery's operating efficiency. But equally important, such a decision can and 

often does have an impact on all the above operations listed. The design 

characteristics of the new unit influence the selection and allocation of crudes, 

as well as the relative composition and distribution of marketable products. 

Similarly, expanding the share of the market for gasoline products in a particular 

region has implications for setting refinery-operating levels, for making crude-

exchange agreements with other oil companies, and for deciding where to 

concentrate exploration activities. Therefore, the decisions for both Upstream 

and Downstream activities are fully integrated. 

In general, at every point in oil stream, which starts with the activity of 

pumping crude from the earth and ends with the activity of marketing gasoline 
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at service stations, specific activity model must be formulated and tested to 

support decision making process. Such activity models can be developed to 

schedule production from a series of underground oil reservoirs, determine the 

net profitability of exchanging a proprietary crude for another company's crude, 

calculate the incremental cost of increasing the amount of a product spot sale, 

plan monthly minimum-cost schedules for refinery unit operations and product 

blending, establish the return on investment of a proposed new refinery unit, 

route products from several refineries to a number of marketing areas along 

least-cost transportation paths and finally construct an annual plan to integrate 

the major decisions of the entire company. 

A DSS is an interactive, flexible and adaptable computer-based support 

system specially developed for supporting the solution of semi-structured or 

unstructured management problems. It uses data, computational models, an easy 

user interface, coupled with the decision maker's own insights to support policy 

analysis, decision making and strategic planning of the corporation [31]. 

Because DSS is particularly designed to solve unstructured problems and 

support strategic decisions, it can represent a useful computer-based tool in 

strategic planning of integrated oil company. Given its orientation to rely on 

simulation, mathematical, and analytical models as the basic tools of analysis, 

the DSS can be efficiently used to test alternative development options facing 

the oil sector and assess the direct and indirect impact of oil strategic policy 

measures. 

Computer-based DSS can be broadly classified into a Data-centered or a 

model-centered DSS [21]. In a data-centered DSS the main emphasis is to 

generate appropriate indicators and ad hoc reports for supporting strategic 

decisions. It adopts the data warehousing technology, the multidimensional data 

viewing and the on-line analytical process (OLAP) to provide the necessary 
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support for decision maker. The model-centered DSS relies explicitly on 

quantitative models and model base management systems (MBMS) to support 

decision-making and strategic planning. The need for a model-centered DSS 

arises from the fact that decision making on the strategic level requires more 

than the flexible reports and the appropriate analytical indicators. Most of these 

decisions need to be based on the formulation, testing and evaluation of policies 

and alternatives. 

However, the computer-based DSS, which were developed and implemented 

in oil industry, are used to address the complex short-term planning and 

operational issues associated with downstream industry. Most of DSS 

applications in oil industry concentrate on the data-centered tools, while the 

model-centered applications of DSS are still very limited up till now [20]. 

In an integrated oil company, we have a set of activities representing 

upstream and downstream processes. Each petroleum activity may have 

alternative ways to select an appropriate model and in turn the solution approach 

will be different. Each model tests and assesses a set of policies and 

alternatives. These models can be incorporated in model-base and managed by 

Model-Base Management System (MBMS), which integrates and manipulates 

these models. Based on the above rationale the application of an intelligent 

model-based DSS to support top management of an integrated oil company in 

preparing a comprehensive strategic plan becomes a very useful future trend. In 

mis respect, the role of an intelligent Computer-Based tool is to enhance the 

capabilities of the modeling management functions, especially model type 

selection. However, Up to our knowledge, there is no published work, up till 

now, for an intelligent model-based DSS for strategic planning of integrated oil 

company. 
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2. Conceptual Design of the P.-troleum Planning Support Svstem 

(PPSS : 

The proposed PPSS is a conputer-based sys:.M:i designed to help policy 

maker and petroleum plannei in improving the e'r; .-tneness ind efficiency of 

the strategic planning process in an integrated : i company However the 

capabilities of the PPSS have been considerably -.Mended 2nd diversified to 

cover wider areas of petroleum policy analysis, scenario formulation and 

evaluating alternative of petroleum strategies plans i r cvi! industry. The modular 

design of the PPSS is schematized in Figure (1). The centra! pan if the fig.ue is 

the user interface system. The PPSS interface system is managed w '.v.... mem; 

drivers; the database and the model base interfaces systems. According '- their 

names, they direct policy maker or petroleum analyst towards jsing eitl.c- the 

data or the modeling capabilities of the PPSS. The model base interface system 

includes intelligent query to help user for automating selection of an appropriate 

model and technique via questions and answers mode Also, the model interface 

contains a presentation and display subsystem directed to display output results 

of mt "model and to some extend interpret them All recent visualization a:\d 

display facilities are included in this subsystem. The interpretanon s 3 'j.:.ri;i 

management function to cross the gap between specialized mod'?: t>in!d-::s. 

petroleum analysts and decision makers. In the PPSS, the interpretation functor 

is limited only to the definition of the petroleum variables included in the mode', 

strottnre and die construction of causality diagrams to capture part o" the 

multiplier effects. Finally, The left part of the figure represents Dau-ceu:-:::d 

DS5 and the right part rep: -senls tlie Model-centered DSS. 
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3. Data-Centered DSS: 

In a data-centered DSS the main emphasis is to acquire, filter, test and 

consolidate data from external and internal sources with the objectives of 

generating appropriate indicators and ad hoc reports for supporting strategic 

decisions [19]. In figure (1), the Petroleum Data Base (PDB) includes 

external and internal data sources. The external data sources are related to 

crude oil and natural gas prices, worldwide energy 
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Distribution etc. The internal data sources include several data sets such as 

exploration, concession agreements, seismic reservoir, potential & proven reserves 

and production, network and pipelines, crude oil allocation, refining and blending, 

and Marketing and distribution data. The data-centered DSS of the PPSS is 

managed by three software systems: Data Extraction Software, Data Warehouse and 

The Database Management System (DBMS). The data analysis activities are 

generally handled by a data extraction software system, which is used to create 

an analytical database and, an on-line analytical process (OLAP) for the 

manipulation of data and the computation of indicators. The purpose of a data 

warehouse is to establish a data repository that makes operational data accessible 

in a form, which is readily acceptable for decision support situations. The 

DBMS consists of the four components; Database catalogue, Data Definition, 

Data controller, and Query Facility. Most of the data management and report 

generating facilities are provided by Query Facility software. For more 

information on the data-centered DSS and the on-line analytical process 

(OLAP), interested readers can review Khorshjd [21] that mentioned several 

references in this respect [2,12,13,23,27,28,29]. 

4. Intelligent Model-Centered DSS: 

An intelligent Model-Based DSS represents the core system of PPSS in our 

study. Details of characteristics capabilities and structure of the MBMS are 

addressed in this section. The model-centered DSS concentrates on model 

manipulation and not data manipulation to support strategic decision-making. It 

relies explicitly on quantitative and/or mathematical models incorporated into a 
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model base and managed by a Model Management Systems 

(MBMS)[1,3,4,7,8,32]. The need for a model-centered DSS arises from the fact 

that decision making on the strategic level requires more than the flexible 

reports and the appropriate analytical indicators. Most of these decisions need to 

be based on the formulation, testing and evaluation of policies and alternatives. 

The model base groups a number of petroleum models according to specified 

classification or selection criteria. The model base integrates the upstream 

models and the downstream models into a unified and interrelated package. The 

definition, location and linking parameters of the models are recorded in the 

model base catalogue, which is an essential component of the model base 

management system (MBMS). The MBMS includes the model building 

language (or the GAMS software system) as well as the set of programs used to 

maintain, screen, select and execute a model. Intelligent software based on 

knowledge base called routine design is also included in the MBMS This 

knowledge component helps to identify a model, which is most suitable for a 

particular experimental situation or a specific analytical purpose. [22]. 

However, The intelligent model base-DSS includes a set of model management 

tools directed to; a) screen and describe the characteristics of the set of models 

in the model base, b) select an appropriate model (or models) based on a set of 

user-defined criteria, or on knowledge-based tools, c) formulate alternative input 

scenarios to be tested by the selected model in a friendly manner, d) execute or 

run the model using GAMS and finally e) display and interpret the obtained 

results. 
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4.1. The Petroleum Model Base (PMB): 

The model base contains a comprehensive set of computational and 

analytical models. The storing and retrieving models depend on a given set of 

classification criteria. The PMB has variety visions of the selection criteria. For 

instance, the models incorporated in model base according to the main 

managerial functions criteria (which are broadly divided into upstream activity 

models and downstream activity models), the strategic policy issues (are guided 

by the Egyptian petroleum strategy), the analytical or planning level (sector, 

company etc.) analytical planning horizon (short, medium or long-term 

planning) and modeling techniques (dynamic simulation, or optimization). In 

principle, the purposes of the classification schemes are; a) to incorporate and 

link the models in the model base and b) to establish the bases for selecting a 

particular model for policy experiments. By adapting the main function 

classification, the set of models are broken down into upstream activity models 

(such as exploration models, reservoir simulation models, production scheduling 

models, investment evaluation models, refinery allocation models, crude 

exchange models and master plan models) and downstream activity models 

(such as transportation models, network models, refinery models, corporate 

refinciy models, biending models, products distribution models and financial 

models). For instance of the strategies of Egyptian Oil Industry, which the 

models are classified, Developing Reserves, Increasing Production, Satisfying 

Local Demand, Contributing Egyptian Economy, Distribution the petroleum 

products & natural gas throughout the Egypt, and Enhancing the petroleum 

products specifications. A comprehensive review of ihe applications of 

modeling in the oil industry, is given in Ref.[20] 
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4.2. The Mode! Building Language (MBL): 

A first and important step towards systemizing the model building process is 

to use an advanced and generalized computer modeling language [i9]. The 

main purpose of a model building language is to enhance the productivity of 

model builders and to make complicated mathematical models easy to build, 

modify, understand and solve [10,14-16]. 

Most of the models included in the Petroleum Model Base (PMB) are 

constructed using the general algebraic modeling system (GAMS). GAMS is a 

computer-based modeling language designed to construct and solve large and 

complex mathematical programming models in a straightforward and friendly 

manner [10]. GAMS is equipped with a set of solvers for linear, integer and 

non-linear programming, models. 

4.3. Model Base Management Systems (MBMS): 

The second software required to organize and manage the set of models stored 

in the petroleum model base (PMB) is the Model Based Management System 

(MBMS). The concept of model-based management calls for a software package 

with capabilities similar to that of the DBMS in the database [8,16,32]. 

Accordingly, the MBMS is mainly designed to classify, integrate and manage 

the set of model input files created by the model building language (MBL). 

Unfortunately, while there are dozens of commercial DBMS packages, there are 

no comprehensive model based management packages currently on the market 

[31]. However, PMB have alternative ways to select the petroleum activity, 

formulate activity models, and in tum solution methods (mathematical or 

nonmathematical programming approaches) will be different. The solution 

algorithms for model formulation may be multiple. As a result, of that the 
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MBMS imposes very complex modeling process. In our study, the model 

management framework contains two parts. The first part is built on Blannings 

concept [6-8], which uses relational database to store and manipulate model 

information The second part involves the design of a searching mechanism for 

model selection and input data retrieval. The basic concept for the searching 

mechanism is similar to Liang's technique [25]. The major difference between 

Liang's technique and the proposed mechanism is that the former is designed for 

a graph-based structure, whereas the latter is focused on the application of 

relational data base structure. 

4.3.1. MBMS Functions & Objectives: 

A Model Management System (MBMS) is one component of a generalized 

DSS architecture that facilitates all phases of the modeling process. The purpose 

of a (MBMS) is to make available a wide variety of models to decision makers 

in such a way that the decision maker can apply those, models without having to 

become involved in technical and/or procedural aspects of their implementation. 

The MBMS serves as a bridge linking the decision maker's problem 

environment with the appropriate models and data residing in the system 

[1,30,31]. 

Figure (2) summarizes the functions of a model management system in a 

computer-based DSS. In general, the management functions are broadly divided 

into model creation and maintenance, and model manipulation functions. Model 

creation or construction relies on part of, or all the following software systems: 

1. A model building language concerned with model implementation, 

verification and testing. Given that the modeling language is equipped with 
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solvers, it is also used as part of the model manipulation software to 

execute or run the model [ 10,16]. 

2. A database interface software particularly designed to access the analytical 

database with the objective of assembling the accounting framework and 

estimating the parameters of the model. 

3. A set of model building blocks, in the form of functions and routines, that 

provides standard elements to support the model building process and make 

it more automated. These modeling blocks include for example random 

deviate generators, numerical analysis routines and simple time series 

forecasting tools. 

4. Computer-aided model construction methods directed to enhance the 

productivity of model builders via the computerization of the phases of the 

model building cycle. This software interacts with a modeling language in 

order to make the model building process more systematic and transparent 

[5,24,26]. 

The model manipulation or management software basic functions are as 

follows: 

i. A model integration software used primarily to incorporate the developed 

mode' into the model base and assign to them the appropriate classification 

parameters which support the mode! selection process. 

2. A model selection software that can be used to select a model (or a set of 

models) based on the criteria specified by the user. The selection process 

ma}' apply a hierarchical menu driven system, an expert tool or a heuristic 

algorithm [8, 9,19]. 
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3. A model execution software directed to assist non modelers in running 

complicated models using a modeling language in a friendly manner. This 

helps in concentrating the efforts of end-users on mode! manipulation and 

analysis of results. Closely related to this function is the formulation of input 

scenarios to be tested by the model. The model execution function should 

provide then friendly and efficient means for quickly formulating alternative 

future scenarios and running them on computer. 

4. A model display and interpretation software which assists users to display 

out put results, using advanced display and visualization capabilities, and 

interpret the obtained conclusions to policy maker. In principle, the 

interpretation function is essential to cross the gap between the specialized 

model builder and non-technical decision maker [3,11,31]. Since the 

interpretation process relies mainly on the model structure and its 

mathematical relations, efficient algorithms can be developed to trace the 

interrelationship between the inputs and outputs of the model. Other 

interpretation approaches based on expert system are also used in this 

exercise. 

4.3.2. Architecture of MBMS: 

In this section, the schematic framework of MBMS for PPSS is presented in 

Fig. (3), While the detailed MBMS architecture for PPSS is presented in Fig.(4). 

This architecture comprises four subsystems, problem analysis, model type 

selection, model formulation and solver. The model type selection subsystem is 

further organized into three levels of hierarchy, i.e., environment, structure and 

parameter [23,30] 
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4.3.2.1. Problem analysis subsystem: 

The problem analysis subsystem is mainly based on the problem-structuring 

concept [31] The main purpose of the concept is to gain intellectual control over 

a complex problem. That is, a complex problem can be decomposed into 

smaller, more manageable sub-problems. The decomposing process will be 

continuously elaborated until each sub-problem description is simple enough for 

further processing. A feasible approach is to apply the problem-structuring 

concept under which the oil industry domain can be decomposed according to 

some domain-related criteria. In this case, such criteria can be explored such a 

way that they are able to progressively /hierarchically break down the complex 

structure into smaller, simpler structures. Accordingly, these criteria can be 

determined as the main managerial functions (Upstream or Dowr.stieam), types 

of activities associated each of them and types of Crude oil or Gases. 

Therefore, the physical prototype for this subsystem provides the following 

three functions to analysis petroleum problems hierarchically, as appeared at the 

upper part of the MMS architecture in Fig. (4) : 

- A choice menu for listing of the branching upstream or downstream 

activities. 

- A choice menu for branching crude oil and gases. 

- A choice menu for listing all types activities for each branch. 
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43.2.2. Model Type selection subsystem: 

After problem structuring, it will be much easier to design more specific 

model type selection modules and solution procedures. The model type 

selection subsystem presented here is built on the concept of Banerjee and 

Basu [9] They organize different model types in a four-level abstraction 

scheme, i.e., environment, structure, parameter and solver. 

The major difference between Banerjee and Basu' s work and our framework 

is that the former defines the solver level as one of the model type selection 

scheme, whereas the latter defines it as ah independent subsystem since its pur

pose is mainly to differentiate between different algorithmic approaches rather 

than choosing a model type. 
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• Environmental Level: 

The environmental level is the highest level of abstraction in the classification 

scneme. A potential model type is determined by matching broad problem-

solving characteristics of the problem and its environment Infonnation required 

is mainJy from environmental factors, which help to define the alternate activity 

model for the problem. 

The prototype for this level supports the following features 

- An automated suggestion for choosing activity model based on ar: existing 

knowledge base. This knowledge base summarizes past experience for link

ing characteristic and output of activity models to various choices during 

problem analysis process 

- An automated suggestion for choosing Mathematical Programming 

Approach (MPA) or Non-Mathematical Programming Approach (NPA) 

based on an existing knowledge base. This knowledge base summarizes past 

experience for linking solution approaches (NP A or MP A) to various 

choices during problem analysis process:. 

- Users own choice for alternate activity models and NPA or MPA. 
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-Scenario formulation and" what-if function provided to try alternative 

solution approaches in the environment level for comparison. 

• Structure level 

The second level of model type classification is based on the structural 

characteristics of the parameters of the problem instances in order to define the 

class of model types. Such structural information about a problem instance is 

usually captured in the state description of its systematic solution procedure 

(state variable properties or lclationships between state variables). For instance, 

in linear programming models the relationship between all the variables must be 

linear, whereas, in non-linear programming models the relationship between 

them is non-linear for at least one set of variables. These state descriptions, in 

turn, determine the types of solution techniques used for solving these models. 

The concept for distinguishing the three views of models in Chang et al. [11], 

i.e., the procedure, data and problem statement view, is similar to the structural 

characteristics discussed above for defining the classes of model types. The 

implication of the distinguisliing concept to the design of this level can be 

explained as follows, the solution processes for MPA and NPA appear to be 

totally different. Accordingly, NPA is further defined as the procedure view of 

models since both classifications imply similar structural characteristics. The 

class of model types is treated as the computerized procedures that can process 

queries for data retrieval and program execution. [31]. 
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• Parameter level 

The final level of this classification is based on the specific parameter values 

for a given problem instance to differentiate model types in a class. The 

distinguishing characteristics of model types at this level are mainly in terms of 

the doinains of their different parameters, such as inputs and outputs. The 

implication to the design of this level can be explained as follows, the same 

structural class (each view of models) will comprise multiple model types due to 

different input; output parameter values. 

4.3.2.3. Model formulation subsystem: 

After an appropriate model type is selected and the corresponding input data 

is retrieved, a model formulation subsystem for the three views of models is 

used to prepare model instances for further solver execution. Model formulation 

basically comprises three steps: input data retrieval, constraint matrix generation 

and model instance formulation [ 15,26]. For the procedure view of models, the 

class of model types is considered as the computerized procedures that can 

process queries for data retrieval and program execution. For the data view of 

models, the class of model types is defined as general standard models that 

include three functions: input data retrieval, constraint matrix generation from 

input data, and model instance formulation from constraint matrix. For the 

problem statement view of models, the module contains two functions: input 

data retrieval and model instance formulation from input data. Therefore, the 

functions of model formulation are part of the searching mechanism. 
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432.4. Model Solver subsystem: 

This subsystem involves a selection process of solution algorithms for the 

above selected model in a class. Basically, the decision criteria can be classi

fied into two categories: (1) the problem parameters (i.e., number of decision 

variables and constraints) and (2) the availability and the economic feasibility. 

In contrast to the first category, the second category is not problem specific but 

is a representation of the environment within which the problem is being solved. 

The prototype for this subsystem supports the following features: 

•A solver module for procedure view of models, data view of models, and 

problem statement view of models, to pick up an appropriate solution 

algorithm. 

•Scenario formulation and "what-if function provided to try alternative 

solution algorithms for comparison. 

4.3.3. Intelligent Search Mechanism for Designing MBMS: 

After the discussion of the four levels of MBMS architecture for PPSS, The 

following presents a general model management framework for these levels. The 

modeling approach refers to the discipline or field from which concepts for 

designing MBMS have been borrowed. In our study (see Sec.4.3), we use the 

relational database approach to store and manipulate model information. The 

modeling framework is a specialization tool within a modeling approach for 

model selection and input data retrieval. An intelligent search mechanism was 

adopted in this study. The process of designing a search mechanism is described 

as follows. First, a relation contains the following attributes: ACTIVITY, 

CONDITION, MODEL, INPUT, INPUT,, , and OUTPUT. ACTIVITY 

(659) 
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attribute stores the mam features of each petroleum activity associated the 

broadly branching of upstream or downstream activities. CONDITION attribute 

stores condition of model usage such as matching of the simple or sophisticated 

production model. MODEL stores model types for usage such as reservoir 

simulation model and mathematical programming production model. INPUT, 

INPUT,, stores input data for objective functions, constraints, content-related 

restriction, and so forth. OUTPUT stores output data from model instance 

execution. 

Next, the searching mechanism framework is listed as follows and is 

shown in Fig. 5. 

1. Search ACTIVITY to find whether there is a match between petroleum 

activity and user requirement for the problem statement. 

2. If a match is not found, then stop searching. The system may ask user to 

try alternative searching mechanisms. 

3. If a match is found, then Search CONDITION to find whether there is a 

match between condition and user requirement for usage of the model. 

4. If a match is not found, then stop searching, the system may ask user to 

try alternative searching mechanisms. 

5. If a match is found, then search MODEL to find an appropriate model 

from organized knowledge or user experience. 

6. Pick up consecutive input data from INPUT, INPUT,, until all input 

data are obtained for further processing 

6.1. If input data are available, then reti.t ve it and go back to Step (6). 

6.2.If input data are not available, then interact with user to specify input 

data and go. back to Step (6) 

7. The process can be re-started from Step (5) if user needs to see more 
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comparisons among different models (scenario formulation or what-if 

function). 

According to the above design of a general model management framework, 

the physical prototype for the four levels of MBMS architecture, provides the 

following features: 

• An automated switch to upstream and downstream activity for crude oil or 

natural gas. 

• An automated switch to MPA or NPA approach. 

• An automated switch to procedure view of models if NP A is selected in 

the environment level. 

• An automated suggestion for choosing data or problem statement view of 

models, if MP A is selected in the environment level. 

• A searching mechanism for each view of models as in Fig. 3, developed for 

automating selection of an appropriate model and retrieving input data. 

All automation switching or selection is based on the knowledge base. This 

knowledge base is created from past experience for selecting petroleum activity 

or the appropriate alternative model. 
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Figure (5) Searching Mechanism Framework 
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5. Concluding Remarks: 

In an integrated oil company, we have a set of activities representing 

upstream and downstream processes. Each petroleum activity may have 

alternative ways to select an appropriate model and in turn the solution approach 

will be different. Each model tests and asses a set of polices and alternatives. 

The combination of these levels (petroleum activity, alternative mathematical or 

analytical models, different solution algorithms or procedures) will produce 

large varieties of the solution processes. Also, petroleum problems lie at the 

cross-road^ of multiple petroleum activities, and are often described by a set of 

interacting models [20J. These integrated models should be incorporated in 

model-base and managed by Model-Base Management System (MBMS), which 

integrates and manipulates ihese models. The MBMS is one component of a 

generalized DSS architecture that facilitates all phases of the modeling process 

[1,30,31]. A DSS is an interactive, flexible and adaptable computer-based 

support system specially developed for supporting the solution of semi-

structured or unstructured management problems [31]. Because DSS is 

particularly designed to solve unstructured problems and support strategic 

decisions, it can represent a useful computer-based tool in strategic planning of 

integrated oil company. 

Therefore, the goals of this study are two folds; firstly, introduce a conceptual 

framework of Petroleum Planning Support System (PPSS) as an effective 

integrated system directed to support the petroleum policy analysis. Secondly, 

develop an Intelligent Model-Based DSS for an integrated oil company, to help 

policy makers and petroleum planner in improving the effectiveness of the 

strategic planning in oil sector. 
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In this respect, we concentrate and emphasis on designing of MBMS 

architecture for PPSS. It serves as a bridge linking the decision maker's problem 

environment with the appropriate models and data residing in the system [21]. 

The MBMS framework comprises four subsystems: problem analysis, model 

type selection, model formulation and solver. The model type selection 

subsystem is further organized into three levels of hierarchy, i.e., environment, 

structure, and parameter, and implemented based on the concept of rational data 

base. Then, a prototype is presented here for demonstrating the feasibility of 

automating the modeling process, i.e., intelligent tool is achieved. 

The system design presented here is currently being implemented in the 

"Faculty of computers& information systems, Cairo univ." in the Ph-d project. 

Although this design covers the requirements of MBMS for PPSS, many 

practieal^details have been settled during the implementation. Modeling using 

such software designs represent a major step towards more efficient modeling 

and DSS development, especially given real aspects in the Egyptian oil sector. 

The system can be applied by the selected set of models to the EGPC as an 

integrated oil company. 

However, Up to our knowledge, there is no published work, up till now, for 

an intelligent model-based DSS for strategic planning of integrated oil company. 
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